To configure and order ABB Low Voltage Cabinets even simpler and faster, you can now download the LV Cabinet Configurator App for iPads.

Cable distribution cabinets allow the simple, safe and reliable electricity distribution on the low voltage level. While the used equipment is usually standard off-the-shelf components, the entire configuration often varies significantly from customer to customer. Therefore, ABB had an app developed that will allow you to create a cabinet to your individual specifications. It will also automate the previously tedious process of capturing the data through a sales associate and then transferring it into an offer. With the LV Cabinet Configurator app you can now shortcut this process and receive an offer right after you have completed entering the specifications. If you are satisfied with the offer, you can then even order directly in the app.

**Your advantages**
- Complete configuration according to your specifications
- Prices available after you have requested a GUID from your ABB Sales contact
- All technical variations and all options available
- The app will help to only specify configurations that are physically possible
- Consulting and sales is still possible through the conventional channels
- Choose between German or English configuration, and receive your offer in any of those languages, or French

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact your local ABB Sales partner.

**Contact details**
Sales Power Technology and Medium Voltage Products
ABB Switzerland Ltd
Herbergstrasse 21
9524 Zuzwil, Switzerland
Phone +41 58 588 08 00

www.abb.com